
Describe your experience of directing as clearly and specifically as you can.  What kind of 
thoughts do you think? What kinds of sensations do you experience?  Try to use as little AT 
jargon as possible and to make as few assumptions as possible about what is going on 
underneath. 
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
First, I have to preface my explanation as coming from my less than 5 years in this work.  The way 
I received and processed the directions initially actually created some new pain as the suggestions 
turned into an unconscious “doing”.  A fellow trainee put it in context that maybe I did not have all 
the information that I, with my life history and past learning experiences, needed.  So to add clarity 
at this stage, I’ve turned to anatomical and other movement references to support my 
understanding of the classical AT directions.  I am thinking of what is going on underneath.  This is 
my process and it works for me, in this moment. 
“Neck free” - I mentally check in on my SCMs.  If they are “free” or lengthened between the 
attachment points, I experience a subtle movement of my neck lengthening up and back in space 
followed by a slight neck flexion at the atlanto-occipital joint. 
“Torso to lengthen and widen” - I think about the distance from shoulder to shoulder, the 
attachment points of the pectorals major and minor, freedom in rib movement.  I experience subtle 
movements in the shoulders (less rounding forward), and an easy breath comes in.  I sometimes 
will check in on the superficial front line (pubis to sternum, sternum to mastoid processes) then the 
back line.  If in a shallow squat, I experience a slight pelvic adjustment and additional release along 
the spine.  Extra attention is usually needed to direct “widening of the pelvis” to let go of the glutes. 
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
"Knees forward and away"" - besides the thought of the knees away from each other, I think of the 
knees away from the pelvis while the pelvis stays in alignment with the back and more specifically I 
think of the length of the muscles that cross the hip and knee joints.  I experience a release in the 
thighs and additional release in the back and shoulders all the way to the neck. 
If I can “turn on” and expand my general awareness or generate a sense of curiosity (external 
focus), much of the intent behind the traditional directions occur without “directing”.  I can then turn 
to the specific directions as needed. 
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
I was taught a duel set of directions during training, and then, in interviewing several senior 
teachers for my two books, I more clearly realized that there is not a consistency in language and 
that many teachers who learned to say the words no longer do. On top of that, some people refer 
to “direction” as if it’s an energy that goes through you; others speak of it as the process of using 
language, thought, and/or intention to enable that energy to flow. Does it mean something spatial? 
Does it mean it’s a set of instructions that need to be pursued, perhaps in the background, while in 
the foreground there is an action to be performed? 
 
This consumption of information and awareness of the different meanings and modes has left me 
continuing to wonder. What is the role of language when I direct? Are the words symbols for a 
process that can be initiated and maintained by more than one means, language being one, 
perhaps intention, another? Is direction a where? Or is it a process to turn on some taps? 



 
I learned from Missy Vineyard to think spatially, so sometimes I think Up, Wide, and Forward. I 
believe her first concept in offering spatial instructions came with pointing out that when we use 
FM’s language, we combine (except for the first, neck free) a concept of space with a concept of 
the body (forward and up, lengthening and widening, forward). So when I think/use FM’s 
language—and a little extra—I combine a body part with a certain wish for a how that part can 
change: “I allow my neck to be free so that my head can go forward and up so that my back 
(spine/torso) can lengthen and widen so that my knees can release forward, hips free, ankles free, 
fingers and toes lengthening, all so that breathing is easier. 
 
Recently I’ve been talking with teachers who “direct the attention,” that is, one thinks about the part 
– always in relation to the whole, always in relation to the external environment—just to keep it in 
mind. Or one can accumulate thinking of parts: the head, the head and neck, the head, neck and 
back, etc. 
 
Any and all of these thought processes are useful. The downside of wishes and intentions (up, 
wide, back to lengthen and widen) is that I may edge over into trying to make the wish happen. I’m 
not yet sure about the up- or downside of just becoming aware of the parts; it seems to help 
increase my ability to attend and helps me to quiet, but that seems as if, in that case, directing my 
attention is helping me come to an inhibitory state. 
 
It is really, really hard to describe the sensations that occur when I’m directing well, but I could say 
that if things are improving because of direction, I may feel more alert, awake, joyful, free, and 
there may have been a moment of “zing” when it all started to move in that direction. Zing generally 
doesn’t happen unless an expert teacher has hands on me. 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
For many years I have 'over-directed' and favoured the lengthening aspect of directing. Having 
been endowed with a rather straight spine devoid of natural curvature, this looked good but had a 
rather detrimental effect on my whole system. Then I discovered that I was three dimensional in 
shape and form and that it would be better for me to give equal weight to lengthening, widening, 
and especially deepening. This anterior-posterior space is so often neglected, however it is there 
when we think of letting the back open backward in relation to the head coming forward and up 
and the knees are going forward and away.  Thinking and exploring my internal space for the inner 
structures, organs, bones, and joints became another possibility of thinking directions. Surprisingly, 
this allowed my spine to develop at least a hint of its natural curvatures, which improved my agility 
in movement and breathing immensely. I have a sense of inhabiting my rightful space and at the 
same time a more open appreciation of the space surrounding me. This sense of space reduces 
the effort I use (and I tend to be a 'doer' and enjoy effort) and allows for more streamline and 
flowing movement, even when I do heavy-duty work for example stone carving in my art practice.  
So, now I use my experience in teaching and ask my pupils to come into, or inhabiting their height, 
width, and depth fully. This includes renewing a spaciousness in the neck, so that the head can sit 
easily on top of the spine allowing the whole system to unravel/unfold into all directions, opening 



up also the internal linings. This prevents an overdoing of the directions and means that the 
students appreciate their inner space, their form, and shape in relation to the space surrounding 
them, yet having a sense of an 'inner centre'. This momentary inner 'centredness' in my experience 
is mostly generated by giving and renewing an undoing/releasing thought to the area between the 
head and the neck, so that head is allowed to go forward and up and everything else can follow on 
from that.  In addition, in my experience for myself and for my students, it helps to become aware 
of the upward and forward journey of the breath during exhalation, which seems to be in parallel 
with the forward and up of the head when the neck releases.  
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
I have a set of thoughts that I learned since my first lesson: ""I let my neck be free, so that my head 
can go up and my back lengthen and widen"". I mentally say the whole sentence, or a short 
version ""neck free, head up, back lengthen and widen"". I can clearly ""hear"" the words in my 
mind. In a faster version, I can just think of images: I mentally see my neck and add to this place 
an idea of release, space, expansion. Depending on encounters with other teachers, or my 
readings, or my own experience, I episodically replace these ""basic"" thoughts by other ideas. It 
can be images like ""my head is a balloon and my spine is the string; the balloon goes up into the 
sky and the string smoothly follows in the wind"", or ""my head is a flower; it grows in all 
directions"". I can mentally say the sentence, or visualise these objects in place of my head. It can 
be as well ""my neck wants nothing"". I also use a lot of ""small directions"", very often in the day, 
dealing with small parts of the body. These thoughts require a very small amount of effort and time. 
I merely put my awareness on a part of my body (for instance the upper part of the right foot) and 
""send"" to it an idea of ""stop contracting"". 
 
It is hard to describe the sensations that I experience, for they are very variable in quality and 
quantity. Sometimes I feel nothing, sometimes I feel something just in the part of the body I was 
focusing on, sometimes the sensation spreads into my whole body. Sensations can be 
smoothness, heat, space, breath." 
Directing for me is consciously energizing my muscles for my skeleton to line up, suspend, 
balance, and integrate to my most expansively useful size for movement. This is a non-verbal 
experience; very much relying on sensory information from my entire body, as I engage with 
gravity and the environment.  
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
I experience Directing as a form of spatial thinking.  
• If I am in a good state, one thought can create an expanded three-dimensional field of 
presence and awareness.  
• In other situations, I notice an area of tightness, pain or contraction, and ask that particular 
area, to free away into a better direction; this could be back and up or down and away, forward and 
away, or widening. Directing for me mostly implies a combination of more than one direction/spatial 
dimension. Often enough this kind of thought spreads to another area (like knees to hips or elbows 
to shoulders and back).  
• Lastly, when I am in a really bad state, I go through my directions like a first semester 
trainee, neck free, head away, back to lengthen and widen, knees away - and hope for the best.  
 
 



----------------------------------------------  
 
In my own experience, AT direction is a reliable cycle or sequence that I can invite without having 
to verbalize each separate step. Sometimes my experience of directing is simply a nudge to go 
about things more easily by freeing up and out so that I’m more organized through my core and out 
through my limbs. 
Here’s a more extended description of my experience of directing, without AT jargon: 
I fmind an agreement within myself to use less internal resistance or rigidity. I invite more flow in 
my movement, more ease overall (This often feels like kindness or hopefulness)...in order that I 
can reassign the task of supportive density and resistance to the environment ...in order that I may 
invite volume in peripersonal space, and also sensing through extended space included more open 
vision....in order that my breathing is responsive and deep.  
I may feel more buoyant, ready and lively but not taut, able to listen to others, to see the bigger 
picture and more options. I often feel more receptive to my emotions and more compassionate 
toward others.  
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
 
I stay up in my head space in terms of my awareness, eyes looking out. I don't try to feel out the 
'correct' experience or focus in on specific parts of the body, but instead have a general idea of 
where parts are in relation to others. When a part or parts are out of place in this relation, usually 
just becoming aware of them allows them to release and find a better organization within the whole 
structure, which I maintain in my awareness to the best of my ability/desire at the moment. 
Changes as a result of directing happen in movement, and so as long as I'm not holding my 
breath, I get a sense of subtle shifts that are directly in tandem with my thinking process. 
It has taken a long time for me to start to understand what directing is about. I think the clearest 
definition for directing would be something like this: giving orders/sending messages without 
carrying them out. It seems to me that the “giving of orders/sending messages” part is quite easy, 
but to do it “without carrying them out” is a whole different story. For me these two parts were 
completely melded together for a long time, so in my case, giving directions was focusing my 
attention on a part of the body and bringing about a change that was, through proprioceptive 
feedback, defined as letting go. When I discovered this underlying sequence of automatic actions I 
started to search for “other ways” of directing. I experimented quite some time with just saying 
words/thinking in words with the clear conviction of not wishing anything to happen. It took a lot of 
work to convince my system that the actual goal of this particular task is to just think of the 
directions. (And it is still amazing to me how difficult it can be to actually stay with the task I’ve 
chosen beforehand.) I did the same thing with imagining — just picturing a direction (for example 
elbow moving away from the shoulder) in my mind and keeping myself aware of not wishing 
anything to happen in my body. Through this work I’ve found out that I was always expecting my 
sensory feedback to give me answers. While directing, I was constantly scanning for changes in 
my body and every one of these changes was automatically categorized as good or bad. In a way, 
I couldn’t become aware of my body without wanting to bring about some sort of a change. 
Through the process of leaving kinaesthetic feedback out of the equation (by just focusing on 
words or imagination), my system started to slowly calm down and I could access kinaesthetic 
information without the need to manipulate it in a drastic way. Now that I can monitor myself more 
calmly and purposefully, I feel that the different components of a single act of directing are getting 
clearer and more distinguishable every day. There is a separation between kinaesthetic 



awareness, the pull towards somehow manipulate the system, the growing ability to leave the 
information as it is, the freedom of choosing a direction, the ability to monitor the effect of a thought 
on the body (and vice versa) without interfering, the wonder of discovering new places on the body 
map which weren’t available before…this list of components that I consider to be connected with 
the act of directing goes on and on. 
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
I was taught a duel set of directions during training, and then, in interviewing several senior 
teachers for my two books, I more clearly realized that there is not a consistency in language and 
that many teachers who learned to say the words no longer do. On top of that, some people refer 
to “direction” as if it’s an energy that goes through you; others speak of it as the process of using 
language, thought, and/or intention to enable that energy to flow. Does it mean something spatial? 
Does it mean it’s a set of instructions that need to be pursued, perhaps in the background, while in 
the foreground there is an action to be performed? 
 
This consumption of information and awareness of the different meanings and modes has left me 
continuing to wonder. What is the role of language when I direct? Are the words symbols for a 
process that can be initiated and maintained by more than one means, language being one, 
perhaps intention, another? Is direction a where? Or is it a process to turn on some taps? 
 
I learned from Missy Vineyard to think spatially, so sometimes I think Up, Wide, and Forward. I 
believe her first concept in offering spatial instructions came with pointing out that when we use 
FM’s language, we combine (except for the first, neck free) a concept of space with a concept of 
the body (forward and up, lengthening and widening, forward). So when I think/use FM’s 
language—and a little extra—I combine a body part with a certain wish for a how that part can 
change: “I allow my neck to be free so that my head can go forward and up so that my back 
(spine/torso) can lengthen and widen so that my knees can release forward, hips free, ankles free, 
fingers and toes lengthening, all so that breathing is easier. 
 
Recently I’ve been talking with teachers who “direct the attention,” that is, one thinks about the part 
– always in relation to the whole, always in relation to the external environment—just to keep it in 
mind. Or one can accumulate thinking of parts: the head, the head and neck, the head, neck and 
back, etc. 
 
Any and all of these thought processes are useful. The downside of wishes and intentions (up, 
wide, back to lengthen and widen) is that I may edge over into trying to make the wish happen. I’m 
not yet sure about the up- or downside of just becoming aware of the parts; it seems to help 
increase my ability to attend and helps me to quiet, but that seems as if, in that case, directing my 
attention is helping me come to an inhibitory state. 
 
It is really, really hard to describe the sensations that occur when I’m directing well, but I could say 
that if things are improving because of direction, I may feel more alert, awake, joyful, free, and 
there may have been a moment of “zing” when it all started to move in that direction. Zing generally 
doesn’t happen unless an expert teacher has hands on me. 
 
 
 



 
----------------------------------------------  
 
 
I often don’t actually say or think the words. I decide to allow my neck to be free. At first I might 
sense a release of my head upwards. It’s as though the heavy base of my skull disappears. I pay 
attention to what is in front of me and sometimes think of the space around my body. The pressure 
between my neck and head and back disappears, creating an open channel of space inside my 
body that connects to the space around me. I feel energized and a little bit more like things will be 
okay. 
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
I use direction for movement activity such as dancing, yoga, learning choreography, riding my bike 
and so on. Depending on the movement I will use phrases such as “yield back and up”, my limbs 
will respond moving in the opposite direction. Example, if my arm is up over my head it will feel like 
it is releasing away from my torso. It is the same for my legs. If I am doing a samba, I might say 
“hips backs, knees forward”. If I’m running or skipping, “heels back, aim back and up”. If I’m 
extending back (a back bend) I may think of Tom Myers Superficial Front Line (connecting top of 
feet to back of head). Or if I’m going into a flexion movement I may think of the Superficial back line 
(bottom of feet to the eyebrows). These help me to think of the whole. If I’m doing fast head rolls or 
popping my head when dancing, I will think “eyes to sit bones”. I may think of my arms in 
relationship to the opposite leg or shoulder to opposite hip joint(contra lateral movement).  This 
helps me with spiral movement. If I’m moving forward think back and up, if I’m moving towards the 
ground think up and out. I’m always changing my directions depending on my circumstances. 
 
----------------------------------------------  
 
 
When I give directions, I typically think ”lengthen a specific part” or “head out of back” or “legs flow 
out of hips”. I generally feel a sensation of more space between joints and length in the muscles of 
the area involved. Sometimes there’s actual movement away from the center of the body as the 
limbs readjust and make more space in joints. In a lie-down there’s often a flattening of the back or 
dropping of the shoulders. If I’m standing or walking I often feel space in the lower back and pelvis 
region. Releasing my ankles when I’m standing usually has a spreading effect of letting my torso 
widen and relax. 
 
 


